A smooth complex curve is determined by the Gauss map of the theta divisor of the Jacobian variety of the curve. The Gauss map is invariant with respect to the (-l)-map of the Jacobian. We show that for a generic genus three curve the Gauss map is locally Z/2-stable. One method of proof is to analyze the first-order Z/2-deformations of the Gauss map of a hyperelliptic theta divisor.
Andreotti's proof of the Torelli theorem shows that a smooth complex curve C is determined by the Gauss map y of the theta divisor of the Jacobian variety of C. In fact, if C is nonhyperelliptic, the branch locus of y is the dual hypersurface of the canonical embedding of C. But little is known about the relation between the intrinsic geometry of C and the detailed structure of the singularities of y . Of particular interest is how these singularities deform as the Jacobian varies among principally polarized abelian varieties. In this paper we show the importance of the symmetry of the Gauss map, by analyzing in detail the classical genus three case.
Let Xç, be a point of order two of the Jacobian variety J(C). If Xq lies on the theta divisor O, then the germ of y at Xo is not stable. In fact, y is invariant with respect to the involution induced on 6 by the map x -> -x of /(C), so 7 has rank zero at Xo. Since the singularity of y at Xq has Z/2-symmetry, it is natural to ask whether y is stable as a Z/2-map. We prove that for the generic genus three curve, for all xe9, the germ of y at x is a Z/2-stable holomorphic map germ:
Stability Theorem. For a smooth nonhyperelliptic curve C of genus three, the Gauss map of the theta divisor is locally Z/2-stable if and only if all Weierstrass points of C are normal.
It is surprising that a similar result holds even for hyperelliptic curves. The theta divisor O of the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic genus three curve has a singular point, and the Gauss map 7 on the smooth points of O extends to a map 7 on the Nash blowup 0. The involution on O lifts to an involution on 8 which now has the exceptional divisor as an extra component of its fixed point locus; 7 is locally Z/2-stable for all smooth hyperelliptic genus three curves.
The Z/2-stable map germs of surfaces were classified by Bierstone [3] . If Z/2 acts trivially on the target, there are six types: the classical smooth, fold, and cusp germs of Whitney, together with three symmetric types. We find that all six of these types occur for Gauss maps of genus three theta divisors.
We begin in § 1 with a discussion of Z/2-stability of holomorphic map germs. Using the theory of equivariant stability of maps, we show that a Z/2-invariant map germ is Z/2-stable if and only if it is a Z/2-versal deformation of its fiber. We recall Bierstone's classification in dimension two, and we characterize Z/2-stable germs (C2, 0) -» (C2, 0) by geometric properties of their singular loci (the transversality package).
In §2 we relate the singularities of the Gauss map to the extrinsic geometry of the canonical embedding of the nonhyperelliptic genus three curve C as a plane quartic. By Riemann's theorem, 8 is identified with the symmetric square C(2) of C, and the Gauss map y : C(2) -» P2* is given by y(p + q) = pq , the secant line through p and q . Thus the singularities of y reflect the contact of C with lines in the plane. (Nonnormal Weierstrass points of C correspond to higher flexes of the canonical curve.) We prove the stability theorem by checking the transversality package. The geometry of the canonical map is then used to show local Z/2-stability of y in the hyperelliptic case. We briefly discuss a parallel deformation-theoretic proof of the stability theorem.
Since the generic three-dimensional principally polarized abelian variety is the Jacobian variety of a smooth genus three curve, a corresponding stability theorem holds for abelian varieties. In §3, we give a proof of the stability theorem using the first-order Z/2-symmetric deformations of the Gauss map of a hyperelliptic theta divisor. This variational proof shows how to analyze stability of Gauss maps for a family of hypersurfaces acquiring a double point. We include some background on Z/2-symmetric Kodaira-Spencer maps.
In dimension greater than three, the generic abelian variety is not a Jacobian. Using the dynamic method developed in §3, we plan to investigate the Gauss map of the theta divisor of the generic principally polarized abelian variety of dimension four. We expect that properties of the generic theta divisor can be seen from infinitesimal deformations of the theta divisor of a Jacobian. For such an analysis it is essential to use the Lagrangian structure of the Gauss map. In a sequel to this paper [17] we develop a theory of symmetric Lagrangian singularities appropriate to the study of Gauss maps of theta divisors.
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Z/2-STABILITY OF MAPS
Mather's theory of stability of C°° maps was extended to equivariant C°°m aps by Ronga, Poénaru, and Bierstone (cf. [19, 4, 5] ). We describe the parallel theory of stability of equivariant holomorphic maps, specialized in three ways: (1) we assume the group G of symmetries is finite; (2) we discuss stability of germs only; and (3) to define infinitesimal F-stability of a germ, we assume that G acts trivially on the target. Let G be a finite group acting holomorphically on the complex manifolds X and Y. A holomorphic map f: X -+ Y is G-equivariant if f(ax) = af(x) for all a e G. Two equivariant maps /, g : X -» Y are G-equivalent if there exist equivariant analytic isomorphisms h : X -> X and k: Y -> Y such that g -k o / o h~] . On the set of equivariant holomorphic maps from X to Y, we consider the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. A Gequivariant holomorphic map /: X -> Y is G-stable if there is a neighborhood JV of / in this topology such that if g e J^ then g is G-equivalent to /. We will be concerned only with the notion of local G-stability: Let Gx = {a e G: ax = x}. The holomorphic map /:I-»y is locally G-stable if the germ of / at x is Gx -stable for all x e X.
The G-stability of a germ is defined as follows. Let G be a finite group acting holomorphically on the complex manifold germs (X, xo) and (Y, yo). (Replacing the action of G by its derivative, one can assume (X, xo) -(Cm , 0), (Y,y0) = (C\0), and G acts linearly on Cm and C".) A holomorphic map germ f: (X, xq) -> (Y, yo) is G-equivariant if / has a representative /: U -> 7 with t/ open and Gt/ c £/, such that /(ax) = af(x) for all a 6 G and all x e U. Two G-equivariant map-germs /: (X, x0) -► (Y, yo) and g: (X', x0) -> (Y', y'0) are G-equivalent if there are equivariant analytic isomorphism germs h: (X, xo) -> (X', x0) and &: (F, yo) -► (F', y'0) such that g = kofoh~l . A G-equivariant holomorphic map-germ /: (X, Xo) -> (F, yo) is G-stable if it has a representative /: £/ -> F as above, with the following property. For every open set U' c U such that GU' c U', there is a neighborhood yF of / in the space of G-equivariant holomorphic maps U -► F such that if g e yT there exists x' e U' with Gx' = jc' and / G-equivalent to the germ of g at x'.
An equivariant map-germ / is infinitesimally G-stable if every infinitesimal (first-order) equivariant perturbation of / is the sum of infinitesimal equivariant coordinate changes in the source and target. More precisely, let /: (X, Xo) -> (F, yo) be a holomorphic map-germ, equivariant with respect to the action of the finite group G on the source and target. Then / is infinitesimally G-stable if for every equivariant section germ A of f*TY at Xo , there exist equivariant section germs H of TX at xo and Í of 77 at yo such that (1.1)
A(x) = dfx(H(x)) + K(f(x)).
(1.2) Theorem. Let f be a G-equivariant holomorphic map-germ, where G is a finite group acting holomorphically on the source and target of f. Then f is G-stable if and only if f is infinitesimally G-stable. To define infinitesimal G-F-stability of a germ /: (X, Xo) -> (F, yo), we assume that G acts trivially on (F, yo). Thus / is invariant if f has a representative f:U-*Y with U open and GU c U, such that /(ax) = f(x) for all x e U. For simplicity (and to make an analogy with [2, §6.6]) we assume (X, x0) = (Cm , 0), (F, y0) = (C , 0), and G acts linearly on Cm . A map-germ /: (Cm, 0) -» (C", 0) is invariant if and only if each coordinate f¡ is invariant. Let Ax = cfcm, o and Ay = tfc-, o denote the rings of germs of holomorphic functions on (Cw, 0) and (C, 0) respectively. Let AG denote the ring of germs of G-invariant holomorphic functions (Cm ,0) -> C, and let (A")G be the AG-module of germs of G-invariant holomorphic maps (Cm, 0) -> C". Then (AX)G = (AG)n, with / corresponding to the «-tuple (f\, ■■■ , A) of its coordinate functions. Let xx, ... , xm and yx, ... , yn be the standard coordinates on Cm and C" , respectively. We identify A" with the module of germs of sections of /* TC" , so that df/dxj e A" , j = 1, ... , m , and er -d/dyr e A" , r -1, ... , n. We define the tangent space, or firstorder G-deformation space, of / to be the set of G-invariant elements of the quotient of A" by the submodule generated by df/dxj, j = 1, ... , m , and fier, i,r=\, ... ,n:
TG^(Ax/(df/dXj,fer))G. . If the G-invariant holomorphic germ /: (X, xo) -> (F, y0) is flat and (X, xo) and (F, yo) are smooth, then / is a deformation of the local analytic G-space (F, x0) = (/_1(yo) > xo), and Tj equals (T^F X^)G, the space of first-order G-invariant deformations of (F ,Xq). Furthermore, /isa G-versal deformation of (F ,Xo) if and only if the Kodaira-Spencer map cp: Tyo(Y) -» (TL x,)g is surjective [12] . The latter is precisely the condition that / be infinitesimally G-K-stable. The transversality package can be described in three equivalent ways: (a) jet transversality conditions, (b) explicit conditions on partial derivatives, and (c) geometric conditions on the singularity loci X7. We now describe these three aspects of the package in detail. Conditions (a) and (b) are derived in [3] , and (c) is an elementary computation in each case.
Let /: (C2, 0) -+ (C2,0) be a Z/2-invariant holomorphic germ. Let fk denote the /c-jet of f, and let X7, , \I\ < k , denote the subset of the /c-jet space corresponding to the Thom-Boardman locus with symbol X7 . Let X7(/) = (/*)-%, and l\f) = closure(X7(/)). We write f(s, t) = (z, w), and if Oel1 (/), we assume w -t. We also assume that the source of / is one of the linear Z/2-spaces T, A , or R . has an ordinary node at 0 £ X1 ''' '(/), with one branch pointwise fixed by the involution, and ker dfx having nondegenerate tangency at 0 with the other branch. (7) (R -> T, X2). The transversality condition is X2(/) = 0 .
Geometry of the Gauss map
Let C be a smooth complex curve of genus three. The Jacobian variety J(C) is a three-dimensional abelian variety; the theta divisor 8 of J(C) is smooth if C is not hyperelliptic. If C is hyperelliptic, then 6 has a unique singular point Xo, which is an ordinary node. We define the Gauss map of 6 as follows. If C is nonhyperelliptic, the Gauss map [24].)
We prove (2.1) by using the synthetic geometry of the canonical model of C to describe explicitly the singularities of the Gauss map. In (2.8) and (2.20), we check the geometric conditions on the singularity loci X7(7) which comprise the transversality package (1.7). We also sketch an alternate proof of (2.1) by determining when the Gauss map is a local Z/2-versal deformation of its fibers (2.24).
Nonhyperelliptic curves. Let C be a smooth nonhyperelliptic curve of genus three. Let {cox, co2, co3} be a basis for the holomorphic differentials on C. The canonical map
gives an embedding of C as a plane quartic curve. The Jacobian variety of C is defined to be the torus
where A is the period lattice of C [9 and 1, Chapter 1]. The theta divisor 0 of J(C) is, by Riemann's theorem, isomorphic to the symmetric square C(2) of C , the isomorphism being given by the Abel-Jacobi map /r. C<2>-* 7(C),
Identifying henceforth 0 with C(2), we see that the Gauss map of 0 is given by 7:0-P(ro/(C)r = P2*, (2) (3) (4) (5) y(p + q) = ptTp+qCW , HP + Q) = M(p) A <t>(q)] e P(A2C3) = P2*.
Identifying C with its canonical model, we abbreviate this to (2.6) y(p + q)=p/\q. Let % c Ji3 be the set of isomorphism classes of smooth nonhyperelliptic curves. Assigning to a curve its canonical model defines an isomorphism of f¿ with the space of smooth plane quarries modulo projective equivalence. The Weierstrass points of a curve correspond to flex points of its canonical model C [9, p. 274], and a Weierstrass point is normal if and only if the corresponding flex is ordinary, i.e., if the tangent line at the flex point has local intersection multiplicity three with C. A Weierstrass point is normal if and only if it has weight one, and the weight of a Weierstrass point is the local intersection multiplicity of C and its hessian curve. Since the hessian of a quartic has degree six, the sum of the weights of the Weierstrass points is 24.
Therefore Theorem (2.1a) is equivalent to the following (2.7) Theorem. The theta divisor of the Jacobian variety of a smooth plane quartic C is Gauss-stable if and only if C has no higher flexes.
Remark. It can be verified directly that the set of curves with no higher flexes is a nonempty Zariski-open subset of the space of smooth plane quarries. For the condition that a quartic and its hessian intersect transversely is Zariski-open, and the Klein curve {x3y + y3z + z3x = 0} has 24 distinct flexes (cf. [24, P. 12]).
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We prove Theorem (2.7) by using (2.6) to describe the geometry of the parabolic curve n = X'(7), the singular locus n' = Y?(y), and the cusp locus £ = X1 ' ' (y) of the theta divisor 0.
(2.8) Theorem. Let C be a smooth plane quartic.
(a) n = {p + q £ C(I) : p ^ q and pq is tangent to C at p or q, or p = q and p is a flex point of C} ;
(b) € = {p + q £ Yl: p is a flex point of C} .
(c) n' -{p + q £ C'2' : p / q and pq is bitangent to C at p and q} ; (d) If C has no higher flexes, then Yl is smooth except for ordinary nodes at Yl', and ker dy has nondegenerate tangency with Yl at <£.
(e) If C has a higher flex at p, then 2p -p + p is a tacnode of Yl.
Remark. A plane quartic has 28 bitangents and 24 flexes, so n' consists of 28 points and £ of 48 points, provided that C has no higher flexes.
Theorem (2.8) implies (2.7) as follows. The intersection of a line with the plane quartic C has one of the following forms:
(i) p + q + r + s, with p, q, r, s distinct, (ii) 2p + q + r, with p, q, r distinct, (iii) 2p + 2q , with p, q distinct, (iv) 3p + q, with p, q distinct, (v) 4p. Thus (2.8a, b, c) says that if C has no higher flexes, then the only singularity types of 7 which occur are (T -* T,ll'°) (2.8a), (T -» F.X1-1) (2.8b), and (A^T, X2) (2.8c). Condition (2.8d) says that parts (1), (2), (4) of the transversality package (1.7) hold. Since no other singularity types of y occur, parts (3), (5), (6), (7) of (1.7) hold. On the other hand, if C has a higher flex, then (2.8e) implies that (1.7) does not hold. D
We turn now to the proof of (2.8). We verify (2.8) first away from the diagonal A = {p + p} c C^2), and then we check it for this case.
We begin by calculating the derivative of the Gauss map at the point p + q £ G(2), p t¿ q. If s and / are local coordinates on C near p, q respectively, then differentiating (2.6) yields (2.9) dy = p'Aqds + p Aq'dt mod(pAq).
It will be useful to have a formula for the second fundamental form II of 0. Recall that if y: 0 -> P2*, then dy: TS -> TV2* s Hom(.E, Q), where E is the tautological rank 2 (sub)bundle on P2* and Q is the rank 1 quotient bundle. Since y*E = TS, the fundamental result is that dy.TQ^ Hom(r0, C3/T0) = Hom(T0, Ae)
is a symmetric bundle map (cf. [15, 16] ). The associated quadratic form II: Sym2(T0) -► Ae is called the second fundamental form of 0.
To use (2.9) to describe II, we need to understand the tangent isomorphism induced by the isomorphism P(A2C3) = P2*. Let & be the tautological line bundle on P(A2C3). Then TP(A2C3) 3 Hom(^, A2C3/^), and so the iso- Moreover, y has rank zero at a point p + q such that p Ap' Aq = p Aq Aq' = 0;in this case, the line pq is bitangent to C at p and q , which proves (2.8c) forp^q.
The cusp locus £ = X1 • l(y) is described as follows. If the line / = ~pq is simply tangent to C at p and not tangent to C at q , we may take local parametrizations p(s) -(I, s, s2 + ■■ ■) and q(t) = (at + ■■■ , 1, t) ; then y(s, t) = (st-s2-\-, -H-, 1), and Yl is smooth at p+q . If / = pq is bitangent to C at p and q , then we may take p(s) -( 1, s, s2-\-) and q(t) = (t, 1, /2+-),and y(s, i) = (-s2 + ---, -t2 + ---, 1) and so n has an ordinary node at p + q . If I is doubly tangent to C at p (so that p is a flex of C), but not tangent to C at o , then we use p(s) -(1, 5, s3 H-), <?(/) = (ai2 -l-, 1, /), and so y(s, t) -(st -s3 H-, -/ H-, 1), and once again n is smooth at p + q . In fact, Yl = {t -3s2 -\-= 0}, and (2.9) implies that ker dy is spanned by d/ds for all p + q £ Yl, and so we see that kerdy has nondegenerate tangency with n for p / q . Since (2.8e) is vacuous forp^q, we have verified (2.8) for p / q .
We have so far ignored the diagonal A c C(2). To come to grips with the behavior of y at a point 2p = p+p ,\et s, t be local coordinates on C centered at p , and let u = s + t, v = st be the elementary symmetric functions. Now, in terms of the coordinates u, v , and using p as a convenient basepoint, the Abel-Jacobi map (2.4) is given as follows:
Jo Jo In particular, we now understand better the nature of the singularities of n.
The point 2p £ Yl if and only if p is a flex point of C. If C has no higher flex points, then n has no singular points on A ; thus Yl' = Y.2(y) consists only of the bitangent pairs p + q with p / q . If C has higher flex points p , then the points 2p are tacnodes of n (i.e., n has local analytic germ isomorphic to y2 -x2y = 0).
Finally, if p is an ordinary flex point of C, then the tangent line to C at p cuts C in 3p + q , p ^ q , and t(2p) = p + q . Since y is invariant under the involution i and ker a" 7 has nondegenerate tangency with Yl at p + q , it follows that ker 7 has nondegenerate tangency with Yl aX 2p. Thus (2.8) holds at 2p £ C(2), and the proof of (2.8) is complete. D Let C be a smooth plane quartic with no higher flexes. We next compute the number of points of IT and £, reproving the classical theorem that C has 28 bitangents and 24 flexes. The approach is analogous to that in [15] , except that we are forced by the presence of singularities in n to work on the normalization n, which we identify with the proper transform of n in 0, the blow-up of 0 at IT . ñ is canonically isomorphic to the Nash blow-up Yl c PrO|n, n = closure{(x, 7*0): x e n-n'}.
The Nash tangent bundle TYl is the restriction to n of the tautological line bundle on P7/0. n is also canonically isomorphic to the kernel blow-up TI* c PrO|n, n# = closure{(x, kero^*) : x G n -Yl'}.
The kernel bundle Sf is the restriction to n# of the tautological line bundle on Pr©.
The natural map n:Yl-Yl'^C, n(p + q) -p , where pq is tangent to C at p, extends holomorphically to 17. ; the new map, which we also call n , is a double cover ramified only at the pairs of points of n lying over the nodes of n. This follows immediately from the local formula given earlier for 7 near a double point of n. Denote then by 31 the ramification cycle of the map n . Let 5 denote the number of nodes of n (equal to the number of bitangents of C), so that deg^ = 20 . We now prove the (2.15) Proposition. 5 = 28.
Proof. First note that A^e = 0. This follows from the adjunction formula [9, p. 147], since the abelian variety J(C) has trivial tangent bundle. Also n £ |40|. For n = {detll = 0}, and II is a section of Sym2 T*S ® Ne ; therefore detll is a section of K# ® Nq = 40. From Riemann-Hurwitz we infer that (2.16) ;t(n#) = 2;t(C)-2(5 = -2f5-8.
On the other hand, we can use the adjunction formula for n c 0 to compute X(Yl#). Let E denote the exceptional divisor of this blow-up. So C\(Sf) -\¿% -|0. Now we observe that the cusp locus £ is obtained as the zero divisor of the bundle projection S? -» TQ/TYl, and these zeros are nondegenerate by (2.8d). Thus we must compute cx(5f* ® TQ/TYl) = -cx{&) + Ci(T0) -Ci(TYl). Since TYl £ TU and 31 = E ■ Ù, we have by (2.17) that Ci(ÎYl) = -5Q+3¿ . Thus the divisor class of £ on ñ is %e-\& .
To compute its degree, we dot with 40, and use the fact that deg^ = 26 = 56, obtaining deg£ = 11 x 12 -3 x 28 = 48 . D Hyperelliptic curves. Much the same approach, based on the formula (2.5) for the Gauss map, applies in the hyperelliptic case to prove (2.1b). When C is hyperelliptic, the canonical map <p: C -> P2 (2.3) gives a two-to-one mapping of C to a conic; the general line / meets <p(C) in two points, and so the Gauss map has degree four. More interestingly, the theta divisor acquires a singularity, as the Abel-Jacobi map p: C(2) -► J(C) (2.4) collapses the hyperelliptic linear system E to a point (p + q £ E if and only if p + q is a fiber of 4> ', note that E is a g2 , i.e., the linear system has dimension 1 and degree 2). It follows from Riemann's theorem that /¿(C(2)) = 0, and from the RiemannKempf singularity theorem that p(E) = xq , the unique singular point of 0, is an ordinary node. Indeed, the Abel-Jacobi mapping p.: C^ -> 0 is the Nash blowup of 0. By Riemann-Hurwitz, <j> has eight (simple) branch points Pi, P2, ... , P%; these are the eight Weierstrass points of C, each of weight three (cf. [9, pp. 273-274] ). Now the formula (2.5) fails to make sense along E, but the (Nash) Gauss map 7:0 = C(2) -> P2* is given as follows: (2.19) f Proof. Outside the curve E c O, the local analysis of the singularities of y is the same as in the nonhyperelliptic case, including that at n'. However, since / fixes E pointwise, the singularities of y have type (R -» T) at points of E.
First we observe that on C(2) -A-E, using local coordinates 5, / near p , q respectively, (2.21) dy(p + q) = <p'(p)^<p(q)ds + (p(p)Acp'(q)dt mod(cf>(p) A <p(q)).
Since a chord of a smooth plane conic can be nowhere tangent to the conic, dy will be singular only if 4>'(p) or 4>'(q) is zero. Thus we fine that y has rank one along the curves Yj and rank zero at the points P¡ + Pj, i ^ j. It is moreover immediate from (2.21) that the only critical points of y\(Yj -{2Pj}) are the points Pi + Pj, i t¿ j ; these cannot belong to X1 • ' , of course, since X1 ■ ' nX2 = 0 . So we conclude that Ty c n, j = 1, 2, ... , 8 , and {P¡ + Pj : i £ j} c IT .
Moreover, there are no further points of FI or IT , and no points of £, in the complement of A U E. Consider next the behavior of y along A. Away from A n E = {2P;}, the formula (2.13) for the Gauss map holds, provided we interpret p(,) as <7>(,)(P) • Since a conic has no flex points, it follows that y has maximal rank along A-E.
The most interesting analysis occurs at points of E. Given p + q£E-A,vie may choose local coordinates 5, t near p, q respectively so that E -{s -t} ; e.g., use the local covering map 4> to pull back a local coordinate on the conic. Since by definition cp(p) = <f>(q) for p + q £ E, the resulting power series expansion (2.12) for y is divisible by 5 -/ (this reflects the fact that E is the base locus of the map y). Upon dividing, we obtain an expression symmetric in s, t ; it follows that the map has rank at most one along {s -t}. Thus, £cll, completing the proof of (2.21a). That f-AcI1,0^) can be checked from the expression for y to which we refer, or by parametrizing the conic explicitly:
<l>(s) = ( 1, s, s2), <p(t) = ( 1, t, t2), whence y(s, t) = (st, s + t). (This differs by a linear change of coordinates from the normal form for a symmetric fold given in (1.6)). Thus IT n (£ -A) = 0 and £H (E -A) = 0 . Now consider P -Pj, 2P £ A n E. Here we choose local coordinates 5, t and P on C so that E = {s + t = 0} ; e.g., choose 5, t and a local coordinate z centered at (¡)(P) on the conic so that <j> is given by s2 = z = t2 . Let u, v be the canonical symmetric coordinates in s, t as usual, u = s + t, v = st. Then in these coordinates, E = {u = 0} and T; = {v = 0}. Examining the formula (2.13) for the Gauss map in the symmetric variables, we must be somewhat prudent since (¡>'(P) = 0. The crucial observation is this: every term in this expansion is divisible by u. (To see why, think of u, v as being variables of weights 1, 2 respectively; the coefficient of p(i) Ap^ has weight j + k -1, as is easily verified. Now it follows that any pure-w term, being of even weight, appears as a coefficient of pW> Ap^k) where j + k is odd. Therefore either j or k must be odd, and any odd derivative of 4> vanishes at P.) Finally we may conclude, upon dividing the resulting formula (2.12) by u, that (222) Hu,v)=PAp" + (£-&pAPW
Note that 7|r; drops rank at 2P, while y\E does not. (It is immediate from (2.22) that the kernel vector d/du is simply tangent to Yj at 2P¡. In addition, it is worth observing that y\E maps E isomorphically to the dual conic of <t>(C).) Near the point 2P, the map y has the local form (u, v) -> (u2 -2v , v2). This is most easily seen by taking the explicit parametrization 4>(t) = (1, t2, t4) of the canonical map at the Weierstrass point P. (It also follows from (2.22), once one checks that the two vectors p A/?''"' and 5p" + p A/j(u,) are linearly independent.) Once again, this differs only by a simple change of variables from the normal form for a symmetric cusp given in (1.6). Thus £nAc£, and (2.20d) holds. This concludes the proof of Theorem (2.20) and of Theorem (2.1b). D
The Gauss map as a deformation of its fibers. An alternate approach to the stability of the Gauss map is to consider the singularities of its fibers. Let C be a smooth nonhyperelliptic curve of genus 3, and let y: 0 -» P2* be the Gauss map of the theta divisor of 7(C). If x £ 0 and / = y(x), the fiber (F, x) = (y~l(l), x) is a local analytic (Z/2)*-space (recall from §1 that (Z/2)* denotes the subgroup of Z/2 fixing x). Being a finite map between smooth spaces of the same dimension, 7 is a flat map [10, Example 9.3, p. 266]. Thus, by (1.5), the germ of 7 at x is (Z/2)*-F-stable if and only if it is a (Z/2)*-versal deformation of (F, x), i.e., if and only if the Kodaira-Spencer map
is surjective. Theorem (2.7) therefore follows from the statement that, for a smooth plane quartic C, the germ of 7 at x is a (Z/2)*-versal deformation of (F, x) if and only if x ^ 2p for p a higher flex of C. This statement can be established through a case-by-case analysis of the different types of fibers (F,x).
To carry out this analysis, we again identify the theta divisor with the symmetric square C(2) of C (cf. (2.4)); y(p + q) is the secant line of C through p and q, and y(2p) is the tangent line of C at p . Since C has degree four, each fiber of 7 is a scheme of length six. We list below the five different types of fibers F = y~l(l). If x, y e 0 and i(x) -y , we write x <-> y. We assume p, q, r, s are distinct points of C. / fl C points of F multiplicity (i) p + q + r + s p + q^r + s 1 p + r <-> q + s 1 p + s <-> q + r 1 (ii) 2p + q + r 2/j <-> q + r 1 p + q <-* p + r 2 (a)
From this table we see that (F, x) is singular (i.e., x has multiplicity at least 2 in F) if and only if x = p + q , with pq tangent to C at p , or x = 2p, with p a flex of C. These are the cases labeled A proof of (2.24) independent of (2.8) can be given using local parametrizations p(s), q(t) of C to compute local equations for 7 . The geometry of the fibers of 7 can be used to simplify computations. We give here the details when x has type (2.23)(c). Then x = p + q , with p ^ q , and pq is bitangent to C at p and q.
We take p = p(s) = (1, s, s2 + •••) and q = q(t) = (/, \,t2 + ■■■), so y(s, t) -(s2 + ■■■ , t2 + •••) in affine coordinates. We claim that the ideal / = (s2 H-, t2 + ■■■) defining x in C[ [s, t] ] is equal to the ideal (s2, t2). Let A = C[[s, /]]//. Since the fiber F of 7 has total length 6 and consists of (F, x) and two reduced points, dimc^l = 4. Let m = (s, t) be the maximal ideal at 0; since dim(A/m3A) -4, we must have m3^ = 0. Therefore, / = / + m3 = (s2 + ■■■ ,t2 + ■■■) + (s,t)3 = (s2,t2).
Thus (F, x) is an F2'2-singularity (cf. [14, p. 130] ).
Let T1 = r('F)X) and (T')+ = (T{lF x))z/2. It is easy to compute that dimc T1 = 4, with graded quotients Tl/mT[ and mTl/m2T] both of dimension 2; r'/mT1 has basis (1, 0), (0, 1). Since Z/2 acts on the germ (C(2), x) = (C2, 0) with the origin as an isolated fixed point, the induced action on the cotangent space m/m2 is -id. Thus the induced action on the graded quotient mkTl/mk+lTl of Tl is (-l)fcid,so (Tl)+ has dimension 2, with basis (1,0), (0, 1) ; i.e., the Kodaira-Spencer map is surjective. In other words, the germ of y at x is a Z/2-versal deformation of (F, x). A similar analysis can be used for hyperelliptic curves. Let C be a smooth hyperelliptic curve of genus 3, and let y : 0 -> P2* be the (Nash) Gauss map of the theta divisor of J(C). If x e 0 and / = y(x), the fiber (F, x) = ((y)~l(l), x) is a local analytic (Z/2)*-space, and it can be checked directly that the germ of y at x is a (Z/2)*-versal deformation of (F, x) for all x £ 0 (and in fact y is a Z/2-versal deformation of each fiber F). This gives a proof of (2.1b) complementary to the approach taken in (2.20) . 3. Specialization to the hyperelliptic case Let s/3 be the moduli space of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian varieties (A, 0) (cf. [22] ). The Gauss map of the theta divisor is the rational map y: 0 -► PT^(A) = P2* which assigns to a smooth point x the translate of the tangent plane 7*0 to the origin of the abelian variety A. The map x -» -x on A induces an involution ¡ of 6, and y is invariant under this Z/2-action. We say that the theta divisor 0 is Gauss-stable if 0 is smooth and the Gauss map y: 0 -♦ P2* is locally Z/2-stable; note that this is a slight change in terminology from the previous section. In this section we give another proof of Theorem (3.1). The above proof relies on the realization of the generic 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian variety as the Jacobian of a genus 3 curve. Here we present a "dynamic" proof using deformation theory. The advantage of this method of proof is that it may apply in higher dimensions, where the generic abelian variety is not a Jacobian.
Let & be the set of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian varieties (A, 0) such that 0 is Gauss-stable. First we prove in ( To show that & is nonempty we use a variational analysis: specialization to a hyperelliptic theta divisor. We start with a generic one-parameter family of theta divisors 0r specializing to a hyperelliptic theta divisor 0O . We blow up the total space of the family at the singular point of ©o so that the relative Gauss map yt is defined for all t. After base change and normalization, we obtain in (3.13) a family Sf such that ©o is replaced by a new central fiber Xo for which we can explicitly calculate the fibers of the Gauss map and their induced first-order deformations. We compute the contribution that the "horizontal" variation (d/dt)\t=o makes to the cokernel of the Kodaira-Spencer map. We deduce that the Kodaira-Spencer map is surjective for t ^ 0. Thus the nearby Gauss maps y,, for t ^ 0, are Z/2-versal deformations of their fibers, and hence the maps y, are Z/2-stable.
The Kodaira-Spencer map. We summarize the results from deformation theory which we use in this proof. Basic references on the Kodaira-Spencer map are [13, 11] , and the talks by Rüget, Berthelot, and Teissier in [7] . A less general but more geometric treatment is given in [14] .
A flat map f: X -* Y of analytic spaces can be viewed as defining a deformation of each of its fibers. We assume moreover that Y is smooth, and that X has an involution / such that f°i = f. Let Fy = f~l(y). For each y G F, the image of the Kodaira-Spencer map Ty(Y) -> TF lies in the subspace (TF)+ of i-invariant elements, so we have a Kodaira-Spencer map 
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The maps (3.2) fit together to give a sheaf map
Here J~Y is the tangent sheaf of F, and (^xl/Y)+\Fy = (3^)+ , a sheaf with global sections (TF )+ .
Next we consider a family of invariant maps f: X, -* Y,, t £ S; that is, a diagram äf X y S where f, p, q are proper, flat maps of analytic spaces, p = q ° f, and there is an involution i of X such that poi = p and f°i = f. We make the following additional assumptions: (a) 3f, y, S are smooth, (b) f is finite, (c) q is smooth (submersive). In this situation there is a "relative" Kodaira-Spencer map (3.5) r.sryls^(f^l<vy.
Here 3y¡s is the tangent sheaf along the fibers of q , 3^,^, restricts on Xt to 3X\Y¡ ' ana< Vt is tne maP (3-3) for each t £ S. Considering / just as a map, we have an "absolute" Kodaira-Spencer map <P and a commutative triangle which define tp and <P (3.6). The naturality of (3.8) [11, 2.1.5, p. 137] implies the naturality (3.7) of the Kodaira-Spencer map. We apply the above theory to a one-parameter family such that 3f has one singular fiber.
(3.10) Proposition. Let f: 3? -> y be a family of maps over the disc A satisfying the assumptions (3.4), and such that p is smooth away from t = 0. Suppose that for every y £ F0, the Kodaira-Spencer map cpy: Ty(Y0) -> (TF )+ is surjective if X0 is smooth at all points of Fy, and dim(coker(ç?y)) < 1 if X0 is singular at some point of Fy . Then there is an e > 0 such that for all t with 0 < \t\ < e, and for all y £Y,, cpy is surjective.
Since the absolute Kodaira-Spencer map <P: 33 -> (f*3^,Sy)+ for the family (3.10) sends 33 ,A to im(cp) (by (3.6)), there is an induced map Ö: q*(3l0) = 3Zß/3^IA -coker(cp). In other words, for y e F, the first order variation over (y, y) of the zerodimensional Z/2-scheme Fy is strictly greater than the first order variation over (Yt, y), where t = q(y), if and only if Xo is singular at some point of Fy .
Proof of (3.10). By (3.11), the hypothesis of (3.10) implies that <Py is surjective for all y £ Y0. So there exists e > 0 such that for all t with 0 < \t\ < e, and all y e Y,, <E>y is surjective. Again by (3.11), this implies that for all such t and y , cpy is surjective. D with aflat morphism f:3f^ P2* x A and an involution i: 3f -► 3f, with the following properties : (a) 3f is nonsingular and p is a proper, flat map. For t ^ 0 the fibers Xt are smooth genus 3 theta divisors 0/, and the fiber Xo is the union of the Nash blow up ©o of a hyperelliptic theta divisor and a smooth quadric surface Q, with ©o and Q meeting transversely along the exceptional divisor E in ©o .
(b) p -q o f, where q : P2* x A -► A is projection to the second factor. For t ^ 0, the induced map f, : Xt -> P2* is the Gauss map of 0,. The map fo : Xo -► P2* restricts on ©o to the Nash blowup of the Gauss map of ©o, and To restricts on Q to a double cover branched along E.
(c) p o i = p and f o i -f. For t / 0 the induced map it : Xt -► X, is the natural involution of 0,. The involution to restricts on ©o to the Nash extension of the natural involution of ©o, and iq restricts on Q to a nontrivial involution with fixed point set E. Proof. Let (A, 0) be the germ of a smooth arc in Siegel space %f3 (cf. [1, 20, 22] ) through a hyperelliptic Jacobian (J0, 0O), and let 0 be the total space of the induced one-parameter family of theta divisors. We choose A transverse to the hyperelliptic locus; then 0 is nonsingular. (This follows from the fact that the singular point of a hyperelliptic genus 3 theta divisor is an ordinary double point.) Consider the (rational) relative Gauss map 7: 0 -» P2* x A of the family, which induces, for each t £ A, the Gauss map yt on the theta divisor 0,. Let 7: 0 -> P2* x A be the extension of 7 to a morphism on the relative Nash blowup 0, which is isomorphic to the blowup of 0 at the double point Í of ©o (cf. [23] ). The central fiber of 0 is 0O + 2%, with W = Pr{(6).
The two divisors ©o and W of 0 meet transversely along a smooth rational curve. In ©o this curve is the g\ curve E, and in J? this curve is a conic. The induced map 70 : ©o + % -» P2* on the reduced central fiber restricts on ©o to the Nash resolution of the Gauss map 70 : ©o -» P2, and the induced map J* -> P2* is an isomorphism. The involution 1 on 0 lifts to an involution z of 0 which is the identity on % .
We obtain the family 3? from 0 by base change and normalization. First we make the base change 5 -> s2 -t to the s-disc A', and consider the induced family 0' with morphism 7': 0' -> P2* x A' and involution i'(x, s) = (i(x), s). The total space 0' is a double cover of 0 branched along 0O + 21? . Let 0 -> 0' be the normalization of 0'. Then 0 is nonsingular, and 0 -> A is the desired family 3f -> A. The map / is the pullback to 0 of 7 .
To see that the induced involution Ï of 0 acts nontrivially on Q, the preimage of % , we must check that V interchanges the two branches of 0' along % . Now V is the restriction of the involution k(x , s) = (î(x), s) of 0 x A'. For a point x of W not in On > the derivative /c, acts on the normal plane A(* > o) to f x {0} in 0 x A', preserving the normal cone C* to < §* in 0'. It suffices to show k* interchanges the two lines of C* . If not, the two lines would be eigenspaces of /c», and their eigenvalues (±1) would be equal, since the two branches of 0' can be interchanged by monodromy.
This would contradict that the fixed point set of /c» has codimension one. The remaining properties of the family 3? -> A follow immediately. D Now we compute the space of first-order Z/2-deformations of a fiber of the map fo: Xo -► P2* constructed in (3.13) , and compare with the deformations of the corresponding fiber of the Nash Gauss map. We have Xo = ©o U Q and 7o = yo|0o; set p. = fo\Q-Locally in C3, with coordinates (u, v, w), we realize Xo as uw = 0, with ©o given by w = 0 and Q given by u = 0. Choosing local coordinates (a, b) on P2*, we may assume p(v, w) = (w2, v), and so yo(u, v) = (ug(u, v), v + uh(u, v)) for some analytic functions g and h. (Since 70 has rank 1 along E = ©o n Q (by Z/2-symmetry), g = uk(u,v) for some analytic function k.) Then / is given locally on Xq by (a, b) = (ug + w2, v + uh). (The components of / are unique up to addition of functions divisible by uw .) The ideal in A = ¿^c3,o °f ine local schemetheoretic fiber (F, x) -(/~'(0),0) is / = {uw,a,b). We compute that F(f x) = d3/J , where J -(uw , ug + w2, v + uh)A3 + A(w , g + ugu, h + uhu) + A(0, ugv, 1 +uhv) + A(u, 2w, 0).
